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 Abstract : Context– Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology through which the view of real world 
environment is augmented by computer generated elements/objects. Tracking and registration are the key 

challenges in AR system. 

Objective– This research paper aims to perform a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) for the identification of 

challenges during tracking an object in augmented reality environment and how these challenges can be 

overcame. 

Method–We have used a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) for Augmented Reality Tracking Techniques 

(ARTT). SLR is based on a structured protocol, and is therefore, different from ordinary literature review. We 

have developed the SLR protocol and are in the process of its implementation. 

Expected Outcome– The expected outcomes of the review will be the identification of a list of challenges and its 

proposed solutions while tacking objects in augmented reality environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology through which the view of real world environment is 

augmented by computer generated elements/objects. AR is related to a mediated reality, in which a view of 

reality is modified using a computer system. By contrast, virtual reality replaces the real world with a simulated 

one [1]. In the Reality-Virtuality Continuum (Figure 1) by Milgram et al (1994), augmented reality lies between 

the virtual world and real world[2]. 

 
Figure 1. Simplified Representation Of An Reality-Virtuality Continuum [2] 

 

This paper describes the systematic literature review (SLR) [3] protocol which will be used to explore 

the challenges during tracking objects in the augmented reality system, the proposed solutions presented and 

their limitations. The goal of our research is to gain in depth understanding of challenges that faced during 
augmented reality tracking. 

Tracking and registration are the most critical issues for AR applications. The proper alignment of 

virtual objects to the real world environment is called registration [4,5]. Tracking is the main issue for outdoor 

augmented reality applications [6]. Calibration is another challenge for augmented reality system [7]. 

Interaction Techniques and User Interfaces are problems for AR system that need to be addressed [8]. 

Portability of AR system is also a challenge as a wearable system needs to be carried out a whole set of heavy 

equipment for a long time [9]. The virtual objects and real world environment are required to be of same 

Illumination [10,11]. Another issue is occlusion, that is a process to determine which surface or its parts are not 

visible from a certain view-point [12,13] 

The paper reports our study plan in the form of SLR protocol. This paper presents the design of a first 

of its kind study in augmented reality tracking techniques. There are two research questions that have motivated 
the work reported in this paper: 

RQ1: What are the challenges, as identified in the literature, for tracking objects in the Augmented Reality 

system? 

RQ2: What are the proposed solutions and its limitations, as identified in the literature, for tracking objects in 

Augmented Reality system?  
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II. BACKGROUND 
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology which allows computer-generated virtual objects to exactly 

overlay real objects in real time. AR is a powerful user interface model that enhances user‟s perception by 

augmenting the real world with computer-generated information in real time. AR is a variation of virtual reality. 
In AR, the user interacts with the real world in a natural way. At the same time the computer is used to generate 

information related to the real world and the user interacts with computer-generated virtual objects in real time. In 

contrast, the user of virtual reality completely throws himself into an artificial world [5]. 

The augmented reality has the following three characteristics [5]: 

 Combine real and virtual objects 

 Real time interaction 

 3D registration of real and virtual objects 

Benford et al (1998) differentiate augmented reality from telepresence and virtual reality (Figure 2) [14].  

 
Figure 2. Detailed Classification Of Shared Spaces According To The Dimensions Of Transportation And 

Artificiality [14] 

 

The combination of virtual and real world in AR is accomplished through Head-Mounted Device 
(HMD) and trackers. A typical AR system consists of a HMD equipped with one or two cameras. When a user 

looks around, certain features in the video images captured by the camera are detected to track the camera‟s 

position and orientation relative to the objects in the real world. The graphic images generated with this 

information are rendered on the HMD [5]. A typical wearable computer may be composed of a computer 

processor and a battery mounted on a belt or backpack, a head mounted display (HMD), wireless 

communications hardware and an input device such as a touchpad or chording keyboard or voice input 

capabilities. A wearable computer enables mobility and promises exciting applications with augmented reality. 

A prominent example is Columbia‟s “Touring Machine”, which assists a user in locating places and allowing a 

user to query information about items of interest, like campus buildings and library [15]. 

2.1 Applications 

In early days augmented reality, the applications of AR were limited only to the fields of medicine, 
military and industry but now-a-days it is used in almost every field of life. AR is widely used in medical, 

manufacturing & repair, annotation & visualization, robot path planning, entertainment and military aircraft [5]. 

AR is used almost in every field of life e.g gamming, entertainment, medical, industry, direction finding, 

identifying object, military, location based communication, consumer design, training, education etc. The 

detailed discussion about different applications of augmented reality is available in survey papers [5,16].  

2.2 Brief History 

The concept of augmented reality was introduced in 1960‟s, after the invention of first Head-Mounted 

Display (HMD) by Ivan Sutherland, which is used as viewing device for augmented reality [17]. The term 

augmented reality was coined by Tom Caudell and David Mizell in 1990 [18]. KARMA was the first research 

paper that completely focused on augmented reality system [19]. Rekimoto developed a two dimensional matrix 

markers that allows camera tracking with six degree of freedom [20]. Mann developed a first GPS-based 

outdoor system that provides navigational assistance to the visually impaired with spatial audio overlays [21]. 
Mobile Augmented Reality System (MARS) was developed that registers 3D graphical information in tour 

guide for buildings and objects [15]. 
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Rasker et al (1998) introduced a spatial augmented reality, in which virtual objects are rendered 

directly within or on the user‟s physical space [22]. ARQuake was developed in 2000 which is the first outdoor 

mobile augmented reality game [23]. AR-PDA is a small wireless augmented reality system [24]. In 2003, a 

mobile augmented reality system was developed, that guides a user through an unfamiliar building to a certain 

destination [25]. An indoor augmented reality guidance system was developed in 2003 [26].  

Möhring et al (2004) introduced a 3D markers based tracking system using a mobile phone [27]. A 
hybrid tracking system for outdoor augmented reality in urban environments was developed that enabled 

accurate, real-time overlays on a handheld device [28]. A parallel real-time tracking and mapping was 

introduced in 2007 [29]. Wagner et al (2008) developed the first real-time six degree of freedom implementation 

of natural feature tracking on mobile phones [30]. Morrison et al. (2009) developed MapLens which use magic 

lens on a paper map to give a mobile augmented reality map [31]. Recently, the field of augmented reality has 

gained more attention among the researchers. 

 

III. DESIGNING A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW (SLR) PROTOCOL FOR ARTT 
We have used systematic literature review (SLR) process as a research methodology to review the 

existing literature in a systematic way. SLR is a new research methodology and is different from ordinary 

literature review. SLR is comparatively time consuming and difficult to conduct. However, its results are more 

reliable and less biased. There are three steps in SLR process. The first step is the development of SLR 

protocol.The designing of SLR protocol for Augmented Reality Tracking Techniques (ARTT) is mainly based 

on the guidelines as suggested by Kitchenham in 2004 and 2007 [3,32]. A number of protocols were studied for 

proper guidance [33-36]. Each step of the SLR process is in a pre-defined and structured manner. This includes 

formation of research question, describing the population, intervention and the outcomes, the development of 

search terms and search criteria for searching the literature in specified resources, well defined 

inclusion/exclusion criteria for literature selection, data extraction process and the quality assessment criteria of 

the selected studies [3,32]. 

 

3.1 Search Strategy 

 
3.1.1 Identifying Search Terms 

 

For the construction of search terms, the following search steps are used. 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Verify the key words in any relevant paper Step-C 

Step-A 
Use the Research Questions for the derivation of major terms, 

by identifying population, intervention and outcome 

For these major terms, find the alternative spellings and 

synonyms 
Step-B 

Use of Boolean Operators for conjunction if the database 

allows, in such a way, to use „OR‟ operator for the 

concatenation of alternative spellings and synonyms whereas 

„AND‟ for the concatenation of major terms. 

 

Step-D 
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RQ1: The above steps are applied for the construction of search terms for RQ1. The whole procedure is 

shown as below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(“augmented reality system” OR AR OR “mixed reality” OR MR OR “supplemented reality” OR 

“augmented actuality” OR “augmented realism” OR “augmented realness”) AND (challenges OR 

difficulties OR barriers OR hurdles OR threats OR complaints OR hardships OR hardness OR problems 

OR complications OR obstacles) AND (“tracking objects” OR “track objects” OR “chasing objects” OR 

“pursuing objects” OR “tracking items” OR “tracking entities” OR “tracking things” OR “tracking 

goals” OR “tracking targets” OR “tracking bodies” OR “tracking materials” OR tracker OR “tracking 

systems”) 

Augmented Reality System: (“augmented reality system” OR AR OR “mixed reality” OR MR OR 

“supplemented reality” OR “augmented actuality” OR “augmented realism” OR “augmented realness”) 

Challenges: (challenges OR difficulties OR barriers OR hurdles OR threats OR complaints OR 

hardships OR hardness OR problems OR complications OR obstacles) 

Tracking Objects: (“tracking objects” OR “track objects” OR “chasing objects” OR “pursuing objects” 

OR “tracking items” OR “tracking entities” OR “tracking things” OR “tracking goals” OR “tracking 

targets” OR “tracking bodies” OR “tracking materials” OR tracker OR “tracking systems”)    

Step - B 

Major Terms: augmented reality system, challenges, tracking objects 

What are the challenges, as identified in the literature, for tracking objects in the augmented reality 

system? 

 

Step - A 

Step - C 

Step - D 

tracking for augmented Reality, challenge for augmented reality is tracking, AR tracker, augmented 

reality tracking, tracking systems, mixed reality 
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RQ2: Similarly, the above steps are applied for the construction of search terms for RQ2. This procedure is 

shown as below: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3.1.2 Resources to be Searched 

IEEEXplore, ACM, Google Scholar, Science Direct, CiteSeer, SpringerLink, Proceedings of 

International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR). 
 

3.1.3 Search Constraints and Validation 

We are searching for all published relevant literature to our search terms (strings) using the 
aforementioned resources. We are searching for all relevant literature and hence do not put any date boundaries. 

A prior trial search was conducted on ScienceDirect, CiteSeer and IEEExplore digital libraries using a set of 

major terms ("augmented reality") AND (“tracking objects” OR tracker) AND (challenges OR Solutions OR 

Limitations). 

3.2 Publication Selection 

Publication selection procedure will be carried out by using publication inclusion criteria, publication 

exclusion criteria and selection of the primary sources. The main purpose of this publication selection procedure 

is to choose only those search results which are relevant to our research questions. We will only select those 

research papers/reports/books that are relating to augmented reality. Others research papers/reports/books not 

related to augmented reality will be will be ignored. 
 

3.2.1 Inclusion Criteria 

Inclusion criteria are used to select only that literature (research papers / reports / books) found in the 

search results obtained. We will only select those research papers related to augmented reality.  

The inclusion criteria are listed as below: 

(“augmented reality system” OR AR OR “mixed reality” OR MR OR “supplemented reality” OR 

“augmented actuality” OR “augmented realism” OR “augmented realness”) AND (“proposed solutions” OR 

“nominated solutions” OR “suggested solutions” OR present OR recommend OR design OR offer OR 

introduce OR “new solutions” OR “new methods” OR limitations OR disadvantages OR restrictions) AND 

(“tracking objects” OR “track objects” OR “chasing objects” OR “pursuing objects” OR “tracking items” OR 

“tracking entities” OR “tracking things” OR “tracking goals” OR “tracking targets” OR “tracking bodies” OR 

“tracking materials” OR tracker OR “tracking systems”) 

Tracking for Augmented Reality, present a hybrid, Challenge for augmented reality is tracking, AR Tracker, 

Augmented reality tracking, tracking systems, Mixed reality 

 
Step - D 

Step - C 

Major Terms: augmented reality system, Proposed Solutions, Limitations, tracking objects 

What are the proposed solutions and its limitations, as identified in the literature, for tracking objects in 

augmented reality system? 

 Step - A 

Step - B 

Augmented Reality System: (“augmented reality system” OR AR OR “mixed reality” OR MR OR 
“supplemented reality” OR “augmented actuality” OR “augmented realism” OR “augmented realness”) 

Proposed Solutions: (“proposed solutions”, “nominated solutions”, “suggested solutions”, present, 

recommend, design, offer, introduce, “new solutions”, “new methods” ) 

Limitations: (limitations, disadvantages, restrictions) 

Tracking Objects: (“tracking objects” OR “track objects” OR “chasing objects” OR “pursuing objects” OR 

“tracking items” OR “tracking entities” OR “tracking things” OR “tracking goals” OR “tracking targets” OR 

“tracking bodies” OR “tracking materials” OR tracker OR “tracking systems”) 
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o Research work that identifies the augmented reality tracking system 

o Research work that describe challenges in augmented reality tracking 

o Research work that shows different solutions and its limitations for tracking objects in augmented reality 

system 
 

3.2.2 Exclusion Criteria 

Exclusion criteria are used to decide which piece of literature (research papers / reports / books) found 

by the search term will not be selected for review.  

The criteria are listed below: 

o Research work that is not relevant to our research questions and studies not describing augmented reality 

tracking 
  
3.2.3 Selecting Primary Sources 

Primary sources will be initially selected by analyzing the title, keywords and abstracts of searched 

literature. This review will exclude / ignore those searched literature which have no relevance to the research 

questions.  
The primary sources chosen during this initial selection process will be checked against the above 

inclusion/ exclusion criteria by reviewing through full text of the research papers. 

If any uncertainty occurs regarding the inclusion/ exclusion decision, the case will be sent to the second 

author. The process will be supervised by the third author.  
 

3.3 Publication Quality Assessment 

The publication quality assessment is carried out when the final selection of publications is completed. 

The quality assessment checklist contains the following questions, which will be marked as “Yes” or “No” or 

“partial” or “NA”: 

o Is it clearly identify challenges/difficulties during tracking object(s) in the augmented reality environment? 

o Is it clearly identify fields/area in the augmented reality tracking environment? 

o Is it clear how to solve challenges/difficulties during tracking object(s) in the augmented reality 

environment? 

A second and third reviewer, the authors, will check out a small subset for proper validation. 
 

3.4 Data Extraction Strategy 

The review will be undertaken by a single researcher (principal author of the paper), who will be 

responsible for the data extraction. Secondary and tertiary reviewers, the authors, will be approached for 

guidance in case of an issue regarding the data extraction. 

The inter-rater reliability test will be performed after the data extraction process by the primary 

reviewer. The secondary and tertiary reviewers will select few publications randomly from the list of publication 
already chosen by the primary reviewer. The reviewers, the authors, will independently extract the data from the 

randomly selected publication. The results will then be compared with the results produced by the primary 

reviewer. The reviewers, the authors, will be approached for guidance during the protocol implementation 

process. 
 

3.5 Data Synthesis 

Data synthesis will be mainly categorized into two part i.e one for RQ1 and next for RQ2. The first part 

(for RQ1) will contain background information in one table and the challenges of augmented reality tracking 

will be placed in other table. The second part of the synthesis (for RQ2) will contain background information in 

one table whereas the proposed technique used for augmented reality tracking will be kept in another table. 

SPSS will be used for data analysis. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Tracking and registration are the most important issues for AR applications that need to be properly 

addressed. Various studies have shed light on the augmented reality tracking process. However, so far, no 

systematic literature review process has been conducted for the identification of challenges and limitations for 

augmented reality tracking process. In this paper we presented our study plan in the form of the SLR protocol. 

We have developed the SLR protocol and currently we are in the process of its implementation. The findings of 

this research will provide the challenges and limitations in augmented reality tracking techniques, which will be 

then addressed to provide a complete solution for tracking objects in augmented reality system. 
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